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Ratimir Marijan Gomboc (better known as Ron) was born in Slovenia in 
1947.  The eldest of four children, Ron attended school in Croatia before 
immigrating at the age of 13 with his family to Australia, where he took up 
an apprenticeship in his father’s wood working business between 1961 
and 1968.  Ron married in 1969, served in the Royal Australian Engineers 
for three years (receiving a National Service Medal) and in 1980 he 
purchased a 4.5 hectare property in the Swan Valley where he built his 
own home, studio and gallery. 
 
The Gomboc Gallery Sculpture Park, which is managed, curated and 
funded by Ron and his wife, has been operating for 20 years, holding 

annual sculpture exhibitions and surveys as well as monthly changing exhibitions throughout the 4.5 
hectares of the sculpture park.  
 
Having spent most of his youth in Europe, Ron was exposed early to art through the culturally rich surroundings.  He explains, 

 
“I was surrounded by sculpture, both monumental and religious, which encouraged a traditional appreciation for art.  
My admiration for those sculptors who created some of the magnificent works inspired me to express myself in three 
dimensional work”.  
 
His work reflects the human condition and spirit and the meaning of our existence. Relationships and spiritual 
tolerance is an important message which he wishes to convey through his work. 
 
In Australia Ron went on to study sculpture and printmaking at the Perth Technical College, as well as painting and 
drawing at Midland Tech with Guy Grey Smith.  He has continued over the years to build a successful career as a 
practicing artist as well as continue the successful operation of his gallery and sculpture park.  His achievements 

have been recognised and acknowledged through various awards including being the recipient of 
the Swan Citizen of the Year Award in 1991, the W.A. Week Citizen of the Year Award for his 
contribution to Arts and Culture in 1993, and The Centenary Medal for “Outstanding commitment to 
the community in raising the awareness of art”.  
 
Ron has held numerous solo exhibitions in Europe, Asia and Australia and he has completed 

numerous private and public commissions including two 3.5 metre 
rearing horses that was commissioned by Brunei in conjunction 
with artist William E. Rees.   
 
We are delighted to have Ron as our JB Were Distinguished 
Invited Artist for Sculpture by the Sea 2003 and look forward to 
presenting his sculpture entitled “Oneness“ which will be on 
display during the exhibition from 30 October to 16 November. 
 
This major work will be exhibited along the coastal walk, as well as 
a number of smaller works as part of our Sculpture Inside 
exhibition in the Bondi Pavilion Gallery.  Please contact Rebecca 
Townsend or Nicole Grech on 9357 1457 to receive further 
information about Ron and his work. 
 

IMAGES: (From top to bottom) Artist Ron Gomboc with Bird Form series 1990 fabricated steel painted; Spirit of Spring  2000 fabricated stainless steel and 
copper, Collection University of Technology NSW; Bird Form II  1987 fabricated steel approx. 3m x 1m x 1m ; Maquette for Sculpture by the Sea 2003 stainless 
steel and copper; Spirit of the Sea 1999 fabricated stainless steel and concrete. 


